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APPENDIX

1. Logo of Pond’s

2. Logo of Banana Boat

3. Logo of Cocona Care

4. Logo of Garnier
5. Logo of St. Ives

6. Logo of Tree Hut

7. Logo of Corine de Farme

8. Logo of Nuxx
9. Logo of Innisfree

10. Logo of La Tulipe

11. Logo of Evian

12. Logo of Mineral Botanica
13. Logo of Iunik

14. Logo of Hempz

15. Logo of Benecos

16. Logo of Biotique
17. Logo of Nature’s Secrets
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18. Logo of Jovees
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19. Logo of PureHeals
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20. Logo of Hawaiian Tropic
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21. Logo of Alba Botanica

22. Logo of Bemora

23. Logo of Grounded Sage
24. Logo of Oznaturals
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25. Logo of Sia Botanics
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